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Abstract

When applying Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test on a continuous distribution, one

controversial question is how to group the data and then how many classes are used.

In this thesis, we are investigating the most appropriate number of classes under the

grouping method of "equiprobabilify intervals" by cornputer intensive Monte Carlo

simulation. For continuous distribution with location and scale parameters, we

examined the patterns of the power of test against the various numbers of classes

when testing null hypothesis against a general alternative hypothesis it-t two cases,

either on a specified distribution with known parameters, or ol1 a farnily of

distributions with unknown parameters. Finally we concluded the most appropriate

number of classes as expressed in ernpirical formulae for the above two cases

respectively. Even if a continuous distribution is not from the distribution family with

Iocation and scale parameters, the ernpirical formulae are applicable.

Key words: chi-squared test, goodness-of-fi1, Monte Carlo simulation.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Chi-Squared Goodness-of-Fit Test

The chi-square test, introduced by Karl Pearson in 1900, is the oldest and best

known goodness-of-fit test. The idea is to reduce the goodness-of-frt problern to a

multinomial setting by comparing the observed cell counts with their expected values

under the null hypothesis. The most advantage of chi-squared test is that it can be

applied to any type of variable: continuous, discrete, or a combination of these, and

even can be extended to multivariate cases. Another advantage of chi-squared type test

is that the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic is kuown, even for a composite

liypothesis.

In the goodness-of-fit tests, obtaining the distribution of test statistics and

evaluation of statistics are sometirnes practically difficult. This fact may explain why

people continue to be interested in chi-squared test even ifthey are not as efficient as

other omnibus goodness-oÊfit tests such as Anderson-Dalling, Cramer-volt Mises and

Kolmogorov-Smirnov. Today chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests such as the Pearson

f statistic and the likeliliood ratio G2 statistics, are still widely used by the



scientific researcher and practitioner for its flexibility and easy to use in many real

situations.

In order to use chi-squared goodness-of-fit test, we need to group the original data

from a continuous or discrete distribution into classes. As far as we have known,

groupiltg the data sacrifices information, especially if the underlying variable is a

continuous distribution. This raises the questions on how to group data and how many

classes to be used when applying chi-squared test.

In most situations, the data can be grouped by giving some cutoff points of

variable of interest when applying the chi-sqLrared goodness-of-fit test. When

grouping the data by cutoff points, we need to be careful to avoid the occurrence of

observed cell counts less than five, otherwise we need to lnerge the groups which are

adjacent. In practice, the choice of classes may be arbitrary since it is often based on

some previous experience.

Another approach is called "equiprobability intervals", whiclt rnealls the classes

are divided by equalizing tlie cumulative probability into Æ groups, and

consequently the expected counts are the same in all classes. Mann and Wald (1942)

initiated tlie study of the choice of classes in the Pearson test of goodness-of-fit to a

continuous distribution. They recommended tllat the classes be chosen to have equal

probabilities under the null liypothesized distribution. The reasolìs for such a choice at

least are: (1) The pearsorì test statistic f and the likelihood ratio test statistic G2

are both unbiased (Coheri and Sackrowitz, 1975); (2) Ernpirical studies have shown



that chi-square distribution is a more accurate approxirnatiotr to the exact null

distribution of f and G2 when equiprobable cells (classes) are ernployed-

Mann and Wald further made recommendations on the number of equiprobable

cells to be used, which we will give some more details in Chapter 2. Tlieir work rests

on large-sample approxirnations and on a solnewhat complex minimax criterion, so

that it is at best a rough guide in practice. Williams (1950) and Schorr (1974) confirms

that the "best" classes are smaller than the fonnula given by Mann and Wald.

1.2 Motivation

it is worlh doing a more detailed investigation of the most appropriate number of

classes, when grouping data using the "equiprobability intervals". Although the

theoretical research on this topic is a difficult field, we can put more intensively

computatior-ral work into chi-squared test of continuous distributions by scrutinizillg

the most appropriate classes among all plausible classes.

In order to do tliat we need to deal with two separate cases of goodness-of-fit test,

one is to test a null hypotliesis with known parameters (Case 0), another is to test a

null hypothesis with unknown parameters (Case 1). In the latter case, we need to

estimate the parameters by maximum likelihood method before using the chi-squared

goodness-of-fit test.



My study is rnainly focused on the chi-squared test for the continuous

distributions with location and scale parameters. In both Case 0 and Case 1, our

fi¡di¡gs of the most appropriate number of classes corresponding to various sample

sizes are based on Monte Carlo simulation. We will illustrate the power gained by

comparing our method with Mann and Wald's method for the choice of the number of

classes when using chi-squared tests for normal distributions, exponential distributions

and unifonn distributions. Fufthermore the second case of chi-squared test with

u¡known pararneters of null distribution is actually to test a family of distributions'

L.3 Thesis Structure

In Chapter 1, we start witli the introduction of the chi-squared goodness-oÊfit test,

and raise the controversial question on how to group the data when using chi-squared

test for a continuous distribution. In Chapter 2, we give a brief literature review on the

choice of tlie nurnber of classes, which is followed by our procedures on how to find

the most appropriate uurnber of classes by using Monte Carlo sirnulation. In Chapter 3,

the first ernpirical formula for the choice of the most appropriate uumber of classes is

presented from the results of simulations. We then demonstrate the power gained by

applying chi-squared test for a specified distribution with location and scale

pa¡ameters such as a normal, exponential and uniform distribution. In Chapter 4, our

second ernpirical formula for the choice of the most appropriate number of classes is

presented. Then we demonstrate the power gairred by applying chi-squared test for a



family of distributions such as uorrnal, exponential and uniform distributions. In

Chapter 5, we conclude the two empirical fonnulae for the choice of the most

appropriate number of classes when applying chi-squared test in either Case 0 or Case

1, and meanwhile we list some further questions which can be investigated in future

work.



Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 pearson f Statistic and Likelihood Ratio G' Statistic

To test the simple (or cogrposite) hypothesis that a random sample X,,"',X,,

which are independently and identically distributed from X with the distribution

function F(x), we wish to test the null hypothesis:

H o : F*(r) : Fo (x) for all x

Where f (x) is either completely specifìed or less completely specified, against the

general alternative hypothesis.

H, : F* (x) + -Fo (x) for some x

Pearson partitioned the n observations from a population into k mutually

exclusive classes. Let o, be the observed numbers whicli is falling into the ¡th class

(i =1,2,...,k), and p, be the probability that an observation falls into the ith class

(i=7,2,.'.,Æ). Sometime the pi aïe cornpletely specified by the null hypothesis as

known nurrbers, and sometimes they are less completely specified as known functions

of one or more unknown parameters. The quantities npì are actually expected counts,

k

wlrere Zo, =r.



The Pearson chi-squared statistic is constructed as:

L / r2
-.2 i- (o, - nP, )t' -2 *

wlrich lras approxir-nately tlrc 72(k -l -s), where s is the number of independent

parameters in Fo(x) which has to be estimated fi'om the grouped databy maximuln

likelihood method in order to estimate all the p, (When parameters are knowtl,

s=0).

Parallel to the Pearson i statistic, tlie log likelihood ratio statistic was firstly

given by Fislier as follows,

G'=2Sohto'
I nP¡

which is asyrnptotically equivalent to f when the null hypothesis is true ( at least if

n is sufüciently large). Hence tlie likelihood ratio (LR) G'? has also approxirnately

f (k-l-s), where s is the number of independent parameters in {(x) which

has to be estirnated from the grouped data by maxitnum likelihood method in order to

estimate all tl-re p, (When parameters are known, s = 0 ).



2.2 Literature Review on the Choice of the Number of

Classes

Under the context of "equiprobability intervals", the classic paper by Mann and

Ward deals with tlie choice of the number of classes È when using the Pearson

chi-square test. In their paper, the null hypothesis is assumed to specify the

distributiorr completely, and n is large enough so that the limiting yt distribution is

applicable.

In order to choose the "best" value of Æ, sotne criterion is required to define

what is meant by a "best" class. It seems natural to try to maximize some properfy of

the power function of the test. The criterion set up by Mann and Wald is a little

complex to describe due to the complexity of tlie problem itself.

They define the distance Â between the null distribution and any alternative

distribution as the lnaxilnum difference between the heights of the two cumulative

distribution functions. It becomes evidence, after some examination of the problem,

that there is irnpossible of choosing ft so as to maximize thepower function of Ì

at all points along its course. So they decided to concentrate ou maximizing the power

at about the point where the power is 1/2. Cochran colnmented that it was an arbitrary

but reasonable choice. The two principal properties possessed by their "best" k are

as follows.



First, for a value of A whicli they determine, the power of the i test is at least

l12for all alternative distributions whose distance from the null distribution is at least

Ä. This value A is a sirnple function of sample size and it decreases steadily with

the increasiug sample size.

Second, If any Ë other thau the "best " is choserr, the power of Ì is less than

112 for at least one alternative whose distance from the null distribution exceeds Â.

They proofed that the optimum k is given by the fonnula

I

,. - ^l 
z@- 1)' l;

" - -løç*¡¡ 
I

wlrere Z(a) is the upper a -poinf of the standard normal distribution. The optimurn

values of Æ seems substantially higher than those customary in practice. For a test at

the 5o/o significance level, k rises ft'om 37 at n = 200 to 78 at n = 2000.

Tâble 2.1 : Optimum number of classes (Mann and Wald)

Sample size: n Number of classes: k

200 3r

2s0 34

300 36

350 39

400 41

450 43

s00 45

550 46

600 48

650 50

700 51

750 53



800 54

8s0 55

900 5'7

9s0 58

I 000 59

1100 62

1 200 64

1 300 66

1400 68

I 500 70

2000 78

A good exposition and critique of the Mann and Wald paper had been given by

Williams (1950). Williams shows that the optimum class is a broad one, attd the value

of Æ in table2.l can be probably halved with little loss in sensitivity.

Another ernpirical rule is given by Sturges (1926) according to which

k =U+lnnl= 11+ 2.3031og,0 nl

It seems this ernpirical rule is not very applicable, since the number of classes is

always around 8 from n=200 to n =2000.

2.3 The Choice of the Number of Classes by Monte Carlo

Simulation

Given nominal test size a,The actual test size u* is checked through the Monte

Carlo simulation first, and then to scrutinize the patterns of power of test with regard

to power change among the various classes k's. In order to find the "best" classes È

l0



in terms of the maximum power of test, the idea is to examine the power of test for all

plausible classes k3 under a null hypothesis against as many alternative hypofheses as

possible at a fixed sample size, so that an appropriate classes k canbe found from the

commoll pafts of those "best" k3' corresponding to each individual alternative

hypothesis. Under given sample size, what we developed is to yield the most

applopriate number of classes k through sumrnarizing various ntrll hypotheses against

a general alternative hypothesis, so that the power will be superior for most of the

chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests. Then re-do the same process for another sample size,

eventually we can have a whole picture of the nrost appropriate classes corresponding

to various sample sizes.

In rny study, I focused on the clri-squared test for continuous distributions witli

location and scale parameters, including normal distributions, exponential

distributions, uniform distributions and so forth. There are two cases when using

chi-squared goodness-of-fit test:

Case 0: to test a specified distribution of null hypothesis with known parameters;

Case 1 : to test a farnily of distributions of null hypothesis with unknown parameters.

Case 0 is to test the completely specified null hypothesis, while Case 1 is to test a

family of disÍibutions. In case 1, suppose we test the null hypothesis Ho whose

distribution function composed of the independently and identically

distributed X,,...,X,, from a family F(;r) with location parameter 0, and scale



parameter 0., we

transformati ofl, !

the chi-squared test

which is to say,

statistics are invariant under theknow that

v-A
= -_-- ,

0.

F(x) = ,(+), le,l. ø, o. > o ,

where F(x) is a given function. Since the two parameters are unknown, we use the

maximuln likeliliood estimates for 0, and 0,.

For Pearson f test, the procedures of Monte Carlo simulation for selecting tlie

most appropriate number of classes k are as follows:

First, check the actual test size (type I error) a* from the results of simulations

under a null hypothesis for all plausible classes to verif, the approximately chi-square

distribution. Meanwhile we call eliminate those k'sobtained from simulations with

a- which obviously depart from the desired test significance level a.The scopes of

all the plausible ic's are in line with the rule of thumb recommended by Cochran.

The most influential one is that np, sliould be no less than five, and only few

exceptions are allowed.

Second, given a sarnple size, compare the power of test among all different

numbers of classes È's under the null hypothesis against a pafticular alternative

hypothesis. Then keeping all the conditions unchanged, choose another different

alternative hypothesis. For each alternative hypothesis we can find the ideal class (it

can be an adjacent interval instead of an exact point) in terms of power of test superior

12



than that of other classes. Then the most imporlant work is to summarize these results,

and find the cornmon parts of those ideal classes k3 under various alternative

hypotheses by calculating their mean value. After finding the cornmon parts of those

ideal classes, we can eventually yield the most appropriate classes È in terms of

superior power under this pafticular null hypothesis against a general altemative

hypothesis at a given sample size.

Third, for another null hypothesis, repeat the first fwo steps again to find the most

appropriate number of classes corresponding to the null hypothesis. Finally, based on

each null hypothesis against a general alternative hypothesis, we can summarize the

most appropriate number of classes in terms of power superior when using

clii-squared goodness-of-fit test.

Finally, for different sarnple sizes, repeat the first three steps again and then

summarize the most appropriate number of classes under various null hypotheses

against a general alternative liypothesis.

Therefore, the most appropriate nurnber of classes k cort'esponding to the

different santple sizes can be summarized, which can be applied in the Pearson i

test or the likelihood ratio G2 test for a null hypothesis against a completely general

alternative hypothesis.

l3



In the procedures to obtain a general rule for the number of classes when using

chi-squared goodness-of-fit test, we need to have a close look at the three patterns of

power of test behaviors.

(l) Increasing pattem. The power of test is increased as the nulnber of classes

increases.

(2) Decreasing pattern. The power of test is decreased as the number of classes

increases.

(3) Curvature pattern. The power of test is either increased than followed by decreased,

or decreased then followed by increased as the number of classes increases. In this

pattern, an optimal class can be acquired.

Given significance levelc- = 0.05, when testing the uormal distribution under the

null hypothesis for Case 0 and Case 1, the selected graplis of power of test against

different numbers of classes are illustrated in figure 2.1 and figure 2.2 respectively.

14
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Chapfer 3

The Chi-Squared Test for a Specified

Distribution (Case 0)

3.1, The Choice of the Number of Classes for Case 0

Through computer intensive sirnulation we exatnined various null hypotheses

agai¡st a large amouut of alternative hypotheses, and we surnlnarized the most

appropriate nurnber of classes ìn terms of superior power of test under different

sample sizes, at significance level a =0.05. The following table is a summary for

Case 0 scenario.

Table 3.1: The most appropriate number of classes corresponding to sample size

17

Sarnple size: n Number of classes: k

50 9

100

150 2

200
a)

250 4

300 5

400 6

s00 8

600 9

700 20

800 21

900 21

l 000 22



Tlre empirical formula for the above table is : k :12.81+I'23n% l.

Employing the new formula to group data, we use the Monte Carlo simulation to

examine the powers of the Pearson chi-squared f statistic and the likelihood ratio

chi-squared G2 statistic, compared with the power of the Pearson chi-squared f

statistic based on Mann and Wald's formula. We illustrated the power comparison for

three types of distribution: uormal, exponential and uniform. The simulation size is

100000, and test significance level or tlie probability of type I error for the chi-squared

goodness-of-fit test is ø = 0.05 .

We checked the actual test size of the chi-squared tests for null hypothesis in

order to filter and detennine the scope of all plausible Æ's , which are very close to

0.05 for sample size from 50 to 1000. We found that the Pearson f statistic is more

robust tlian the likelihood ratio G2 statistic against different number of classes. For

various null hypotheses .É10 against all kinds of alternatives -É1, , the simulated

powers of the Pears on i based on the new choice of the number of classes, of the

likelilrood ratio G2 based on the new choice of the number of classes, and of the

Pearson Ì based on the Mann and Wald's fonnula for the number of classes are

illustrated with graphs, where the powers are plotted against the sample size n for

selected values n = 50,1 00, 1 50, 200,250,300, 400 .

l8



3.2 Chi-Squared Test for a Specified l\ormal Distribution

In this section, we use tlie chi-squared test to test specified normal distributions

by choosing the number of classes we concluded.

(1) Exarnple 1: HotN(p,ot) versus H,:t(k)

Under the null hypothesis Ho , suppose F to be a nonnal distribution

N(p,o'). It is reasonable to consider that

(a) F also has a symmetric distribution uuder the alternative liypothesis H,, say

t(k) , the r-distribution with k degree of freedom, and

(b) botli distribution have the same mean and variattce, i.e. p = 0 and

o2 = k l(k -2) (k > 3).

Since N(0,1) = /("o) , testing H o:F = N(p, ot) versus H, :F = t(k) is

equivalenttotesting Ho:k=oo v€rSUS H,'.k +rn.

The Cauchy and Logistic distributiorls are also typical examples of symmetric

distributions whicl-r can be considered as the underlying distribution under alternative

hypothesis ,I1, .

(2) Exarnple 2: Ho:N(p,ot; versus 11, :Logistic(a,ó)

l9



In this exanrple, we assul'r'ìe the null hypothesis is a nortnal distribution N(J.1)

'fhe alternative distribution is Iogistic(rz.å) rvith localion parallletei a and scale

parameter 1,.

Figure 3.1 shows the power cotnpat ison ol the tr.vo Pearson f statistics based

on the nerv choice of the nun.ìtrer of classes and Manr and Wald's choice of the

number ofclasses lespectively, as well as the likelihood tatio Gr statistic based on

the new choice ofthe number ofclasses fbr botlr exarlple I ancl 2. Obviously, with

lespect to tlle power of the Pearson f statìstic, our ne'"v choice of the number of

classes is better tÌlân the choice of 1he number of classes used by Mann and Wald's

method. The porver of the Pearsorl f statistic is quite close to the power of ttle

likelihood ratio Gr statistic. based on the nerv choice of the number ofclasses.
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(3) Example 3: Ho:N(p,ot) versus H,:Gantma(a,l)

In tliis example F is also assulned to be uormal under null hypothesis l1o, but it

has an asymmetric distribution under 11, , sttch as gamma(a, 1), tlte gamma

distribution with shape parameter a and scale pararneter 1, which includes exponential

and yt distribution. We also assulne that both distributions have the same mean and

variance, i.e. p=a at:rd ot =a.

Sirnilarly, since the asymptotic distribution of gamma (a, 1) is normal when

a -+ crr , testing llo : F = N(p, ot) versus H, :F = gamma(a,l) is equivalent to

testing Ho'.a=oo v€rSUS Hr:a#ø.

Other asyrnmetric distributions, such as Lognormal, Weibull, F, and Beta

distributions, were also considered as alternative distributions against the normal

distribution.

(4) Example 4: Ho:N(/t,o') versus H,:1tr/etbull(a,b)

In this example, the null hypothesis is a specified normal distribution, and the

alternative hypothesis is weibull(a,å) with shape parameter a and scale parameter

b.

The simulated powers of the three chi-squared statistics for botli example 3 and

example 4 are plotted in Figure 3.2, which shows that our choice of the number of

classes outperforms that used by Mann and Vy'ald, with respect to the power of the



Pearson f sfatistic. The Power of the likelihood ratio G2 statistic is quite close to

that of tlie Pearson i sÍafisfic based on the new choice of the number of classes.
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Figure 3.2: Power cornparison when testing specified nonnal versus Gamma or

Weibull at level a = 0.05 . -: Pearson x2 based on the new choice of
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Mann and Wald's choice of classes.
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(5)Example 5: H o:N(0, 1) versus H, : N(¡t, o2)

In this example, F is assumed to be normal under null hypothesis Ë/0, and to be

¡ormal (or rnixed ¡ormal) under alternative hypothesis 11, . V/ithout loss of generality,

we only need to consider the test for 110 : N(0, 1) versus H, : N(¡t, o'¡ , or

equivalently Ho : (/t,ot ¡ = 10, l) versus Ho : (¡t, o' ¡ + 10, t¡ .

Eight cases are considered with alternatives

(a) N(0.1, I )

(b) N(0.4, 1)

(c) N(0, 1.s)

(d) N(0, 2)

(e) N(0.1, 2)

(Ð N(0.4, 1.s)

(g) MixedNormal: 0.5N(0, 1.44)+0.5N(0.1, 1)

(li) Mixed Normal: 0.5¡(0.1, 1.44)+0.5N(0'2, 1.21)

For normal distribution models, the distribution differs from tlie mean and

variance only. Tliere is no shape difference in terms of skewness and kuÍosis. In cases

(a) and (b), the two distributions have the same variance but different Íleatts, and in



cases (c) and (d) they have the sarne mean but different variances. In cases (e) and (f),

the means and variances are both differetlt, and in cases (g) and (h), these are two

mixed nonral distributions.

Figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the simulated powers of the three chi-squared

statistics with respect to the above eight cases. It is evident that our choice of the

number of classes is better than tliat used by Mann and Wald, with respect to the

power of the Pearson i statisfic. The Power of the likelihood ratio G2 statistic is

very close to that of the Pearson i statistic based on the new choice of the number

of classes.
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3.3 Chi-squared Test for ã SpecifÏed Exponential

Distribution

In this section, we use chi-squared test based orì our findings of the choice of the

number of classes to test a non-negative continuous random variable X which has a

specified exponential distribution. Under the same significance level u = 0.05 , we

compared the sirnulated powers of previously mentioned three chi-squared test

statistics by using Monte Callo sirnulation.

We consider the following three type alternatives against tlie specified exponential

distribution Exp(0) with scale parameter á.

(a) the Weibull distribution Weibull(a,b) with shape parameter a and scale

parameter å .

(b) the Gamma distribution Garunta(a,b) with shape parameter a and scale

pararneler b .

(c) tlre log-normal distribution Lognorrual(lt,o2) where ¡tand o' are the mean

and variance of the variable's logarithm.

For each distribution we set parameters such tliat E(x)=7,i'e' b = l/f(l +1la)

incase (a), b=llaincase(b) and ¡t=-o2 /2incase(c).

(1) Exanrple 1'. Ho:Exp(l) versus H,:Weibull(a,b)

28



In tlris example for alternative hypothesis weibull(a,b) , we choose

(a, b):(06,0.665), (0.7,0790), (1.2, 1.063), (l 5, I I0B). The simulated powers for

tlie three clii-squared test statistics are shown in figure 3.4'
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(2) Example 2'. Ho:Exp(\) versus H,:Gamma(a,b)

In this example for alternative hypothesis Gamna(a,b) , we choose

(a, b):(0.5, 2), (0.7, I0/7), (1.2, 5/6), (2, 0 5) The sirnulated powers for the three

chi-squared test statistics are shown in figure 3.5.
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(3) Exarnple 3: H n : Exp(l) versus .É/, : Lognormal(¡t, o2)

In this example for alternative hypothesis lognorrnal(4 , c-t) , we choose

(p,o'):(0 5, 2), (0 7, I0/7), (1.2, 5/6), (2, 0.5). The simulated powers for the three

chi-squared test statistics are showu in figure 3.6.
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a = 0.05. -: Pearson x2 based on the new choice of classes, "': LR G2 based on

the new choice of classes, ---: Pearson x2 based on Mann and Wald's choice of
classes.
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From the above tlrree examples, we concluded that our choice of the number of

classes is befter than that used by Mann and V/ald, with respect to the power of the

Pearson f statistic. It seems that sometimes the likelihood ratio G2 statistic has

slightly more powerful than the Pearson i stalistic based on the new choice of the

number of classes.

3.4 Chi-squared Test for a Specified Uniform Ðistribution

In this section, we Ltse chi-squared test based on our findings of the choice of the

number of classes to test a continuous random variable X wliicli has a specified

uniform distribution. Under the significance level a=0.05, we compared the

simulated powers of the tliree chi-squared test statistics which we looked at in the

previous section by using Monte Carlo sirnulation.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that the underlying distribution Fo is

the standard uniform U(0,1) distribution under the null hypothesis l1o. Then a natural

candidate for F under the alternative hypothesis l/, is the beta distribution beta(p, q)

with both shape parameters p and q, which includes the uniform U(0,1) distribution, or

beta(1,1) distribLrtion. So this case is actually a parametric test for Ho:(p,q)=(1,1)

versus H, : (p, q) + (1,1) .

(1) Exarnple 1'. Ho:LInif(0,1) versus H,:Bela(p, q)



In this example for alternative hypothesis, we choose (p, q):(0.6,0.8), (0.6, 0.6),

(0.8,0.8), (1.3, 1.3), (1.6, 1.6), (1 .3, 1.6), the simulated powers for the two Pearson

f test statistics and tlie likelihood ratio G2 test statistic are plotted in figure 3.7.
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(2) Example 2'. Ho:Unif (0,1) versus ll, :Mixed Beta

In this example, the alternative hypotheses are mixed beta distributions. In figure

3.8, we illustrated the sirnulated powers for the three test statistics for the following

four cases.

(a) 0.5Beta(0.7, 0.8)+0.5Beta(1.1, 1. 1);

(b) 0.5Beta(0.6, 0.8)+0.5Beta(1.3, 1.3)

(c) 0.5Beta(O.8, 0.8)+0.5Unif(-0.1 , 1 .1)

(d) 0.5Beta(0.9, 0.9)+0.5N(0.5, 0.078)
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Figure 3.7 illustrates that our choice of the number of classes is better than that

used by Mann and Wald, with respect to the power of the Pearson i sïatistic. While

the last two cases displayed in figure 3.8 can be seen as counterexamples, the power

of the Pears ot^, i statistic based on Mann and Wald's approach is somewhat better

tlran that of the Pearson f staTistic based on our new choice of the number of

classes.

In summary, with respect to tlie power of the Pears on Ì statistic, our choice of

the number of classes outperfonns that used by Mann and Wald in most cases for

testing a specified unifonn distribution.



Chapter 4

The Chi-Squared Tesf for a Family of
Distributions (Case 1)

4.1 The Choice of the Number of Classes for Case 1

Through computer intensive simulation, we examined various null hypotheses

against a large amount of alternative liypotheses, and we summarized the most

appropriate numbel of classes in terms of superior power of test under different

sample sizes, at significance level a =0.05. The following table is a sumrnary for

Case 1 scenario.

Table 4.1 : The most appropriate number of classes corresponding to sample size

Sarnple size: n Number of classes: k

50 0

r00 2

150 4

200 6

250 I
300 20

400 22

500 24

600 26

700 27

800 29

900 30

1000 32
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The empirical formula for the above table is : k =¡Zn% ).

Ernploying the new formula to group data, we used the Monte Carlo simulation to

examirre the powers of the Pearson chi-squared f stafistic and tlie likelihood ratio

chi-squared G2 statistic, cotnpared with the power of the Pearson chi-squared i

statistic based on Mann and Wald's formula. We illustrated the power of test for the

three distribution families: norrnal, exponential and uniform. The simulation size is

100000, and the significance level or the probability oftype I error for the chi-squared

goodness-of-fit test is ø : 0.05 .

We checked the actual test size of the chi-squared tests for null lrypothesis in

order to filter and determine the scope of plausible Æ ' s , which are very close to 0.05

for sample size from 50 to 1000. We also found that the Pearson f statistic is more

robust than the likelihood ratio G2 statistic against different number of classes. For

various null hypotheses l1o against all kinds of alternatives 11, , the simulated

powers for i statistic and G2 statistic based on the new choice of the number of

classes, and f statistic based on Mann and Wald's formula for the choice of tlie

number of classes are illustrated with graphs, where the powers are plotted against the

sample size n for selected values n = 50,100, 150, 200,250,300, 400 .
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4.2 Chi-Squared Test for l{ormality

In tliis section, the chi-squared test is used to test a farnily of normal distributions

by clroosing the number of classes we recommended.

For normal distribution family N(lt,ot)with mean lr€(-@,oo) and standard

deviation a ) 0 , which are both unkuown parameters. In order to apply

goodness-of-fit test, first we need to estimate ¡t and o by rnaximum likelihood

rnetlrod from sample. Usually we simply use sample rnean X = IÐ, and sample

standard deviation s = to be the estimate of ¡t and o

respectively. It is easy to see that the chi-squared test statistics for null hypothesis of

nonnal distributions are invariant under any affine transfonnati ot1 y - 
=L, 

so the
o

problem becomes testing 4(")=O(("- p)lô) with O(") which denotes the

cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution N(0, 1).

(l) Example 1:Nonnal versus Beta(p, q)

In the first example of testing normality, the alternative distribution is beta

distribution Beta(p, q) with parameters p and q, which is syrnmetric when p:q attd

includes tlie standard uniform distribution u(0,1) = Beta(7,l) ' we also know that the

lirniting normal distribution is Beta(æ,æ).

The skewness and kurtosis for any normal distribution are \ - 0 and I"z=3,

but for the beta distribution,
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,.,=2(q--Ð-@ a'd r.. -3\p+q+l)¡ z@-p)= *r),' p*q+z\ pq - p+q+3 lpq(p+q+2) J

Where ¡', = 0 and ii < 3 if p:q (Johnson et al., 1994; Zhang and Wu, 2002).

For the cases of (p, q):(2, 1), (2,2), (2,5.51), (5, 3), (5, 5), (5, 13.4), which

correspond to various depaftures frour nonnality with different cornbinations of

skewness and kurlosis.

where r1:0 for cases 2 and 5 but r2:3 for cases 3 and 6.

The powers of the Pearson f statistic and the likelihood ratio G2 statistic

based on our choice of the number of classes, compared with tliat of the Pearson i

statistic based on Mann and Wald's approach for the choice of the number of classes

are plotted in figure 4.1. With respect to the power of the Pearson f statistic, our

choice of tlie number of classes is better than that used by Mann and Wald. In the

second case, when testing Normal versus Beta(2, 2), the power of test has an

increasing pattern which means the power of test is increased as the number of classes

increases. Also, the pattern of the power of test of the Pearson f statistic and the

likelihood ntio G2 statistic are very consistent.
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(2) Exarnple 2: Normal versus t(k)

In the second example, the alternative distribution is t(k), the r distribution with /c

degrees of freedom, which is symmetric and includes Cauchy distribution, i.e. r(1) and

the standard nonnal distribution ¡/(0,1) = t(a¡).

Tlre skewness and kuftosis for t(k) âre r',= 0 and rz = 6l(k- 4)+3 (Johnson et

al., 1994), so the departure from normality cornes only frorn kurtosis. For different

values of k:3, 5, 9 with correspondiflg rz = rn,9,4.2, the powers of the three statistics

are plotted in figure 4.2.

(3) Example 3: Normal versus Gamma(a,b)

In tlie third example, the alternative distribution is Gamrua(a,b), the gamma

distribution with sliape a and scale parameter å, wltich is an asymmetric distribution.

In fact, the family of gamma distributions includes exponential and chi-squared

distributions, as well as nonnal distribution when a goes into infinity.

The skewness and kurlosis fot'Gamma(a,b) are \=2lJã and r, =6la+3

(Jolrnson et al., 7994), whicl, depend on the shape parameter only. Without loss of

generality, we need to consider Gamnta(a,l) only. We choose a:16, 9, 4 witl't

corresporrding ,', :!,?l and ,. =+,+,? for illustration. The power2'3' - 8'3'2
comparison of example 3 is also exhibited inftgure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Power comparisol-t when testing Normal versus t or Gamma at level

ø = 0.05. -: Pearson x2 based on the new choice of classes, "': LR G2 based on

the new choice of classes, ---: Pearson x2 based on Mann and Wald's choice of classes.



(4) Example 4:Normal versus Weibtill (a,b)

In tlre foufth example, the alternative distribution is Weibttll(a,b), the Weibull

distribution with sliape parameter a and scale parameter å.

The skewness and kurlosis of the Weibull distribution are complicated, so we skip

to calculate their values fol a specified V/eibull distr'ibution. Without loss of generalify,

we only need to consider Weibull(a,1). In figure 4.3 the sirnulated powers for the three

statistics are frorn the value of a:2,3, 5 respectively.

(5) Exarnple 5: Normal versus Lognorrual(/t, o2)

In the fifth example, the alternative distribution is Lognormal(¡t,o2), the

logrrormal distribution with parameter p and o2 of the variable's logarithm.

Tlre skewness and kuftosis for Lognormal (¡t, ot) àte I', = (s + 2) /.fts - I anA

r, =s4 +2si +3s: -3 with s = eo (Johnson eÍ. al., 1994), wliich depend on o

only. We selected (/t,o'):(0,0.1), (0,0.2), (0,0.3) with t'¡0.302,0.614,0.950 and

rz:3.1 6, 3.68, 4.64, respectively.

We may also consider other alternative distributions, such as Logistic and F

distributions, however the situations are similar to above examples, from which we

concluded that our choice of the number of classes outperfonns that used by Mann

and Wald, witl-r respect to the power of the Pearson f stafistic. The simulated

powers of the three statistics are also plotted in figure 4.3.
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(6) Example 6: Normal versus Mixed nonnal

In the last example, the alternative distribution is rnixed nonnal, which can

generate lnore cornplicated and diverse distributions. We illustrated four mixed uormal

alternative distributions :

(a)0.5N(1, 4)+0.sN(2, I6), (b) 0.3N(1, 4)+0 7N(3, 2s),

(c) 0.sN(I,4)+0.sN(3, 25), (d) 0.sN(I,9)+0.5N(6, 100).

Figure 4.4 shows the simulated powers of the three statistics.

In summary, with respect to the power of the Pearson Ì statistic, our choice of

the number of classes outperforms that used by Mann and Wald. The power of the

likelilrood ratio G2 statistic is very close to that of the Pearson f staTistic based on

our new choice of the number of classes.
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4.3 Chi-Squared Test for Exponentialify

In this section, we use chi-squared test based on our choice of the number of

classes to test a non-negative continuous random variable X which comes from a

family of exponential distributions. Under the test significance level a = 0.05, we

compared the powers of two Pearson i statistics and the likelihood ratio

G2 statistic by using Monte Carlo sirnulation.

For exponential

we need to estinrate

tl'taï x =ltt, i,nfi

distribution farnily Exp(0) with unknown scale pararneter, first

d by maximurn likelihood metliod from sample. It is easy to see

the maximum likelihood estimate of d. The chi-squared test

statistics for null hypothesis of exponential distributiolls are invariant under any afftne

transformation y=xlê, so the problem becomes testing 4(x)=YQlØ with

Y(x) denoting the cumulative distribution function of the standard exponential

distribution Exp( 1).

We still consider the following three type alternatives against the exponential

distribution family Exp(0) with scale paratneter 0.

(a) the Weibull distribution .tileibull(a,b) witlr shape parameter a and scale

païameter b .

(b) the Gamma distribution Gamrna(a,b) with shape parameter a and scale

parameter å.



(c) the log-norrnal distribution Lognormal(lt,ot) where ¡tand ot are the mean

and variance of the variable's logarithm.

(l) Example 1: Ho:Exp(0) versus H,:Weibtrll(a,b)

In the first example the alternative hypothesis is 't4teibull(a,b), we choose

(a, b):(1.5, 1), ( 1 .1 , I ), (0.8, 1), (0.8, 3). Tlie sirnulated powers for tlie three statistics

are plotted in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Power comparison when testing Exponential versus Weibull at level

a = 0.05. -: Pearson x2 based on the new choice of classes, "': LR G2 based on

the new choice of classes, ---: Pearson x2 based on Mann and Wald's choice of classes.



(2) Example 2: Ho:Exp(0) versus H,'.Gamma(a,b)

In tlre second example the alternative hypothesis is Gantttta(a, b), we choose

(a, b):(2,1), (1.5, 1), (0.9, 1), (0.8, 1/3). The simulated powers for the three statistics

are plotted in figure 4.6.
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a = 0.05. -: Pearson x2 based on the new choice of classes, '' ' : LR G2 based on

the new choice of classes, ---: Pearson x2 based ou Mann and Wald's choice of classes.
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(3) Example 3: Ho:Exp(O) versus 11, :Lognormal(¡t,o2)

In the third example tlle alternative liypothesis is Lognormal(p,o'¡, we choose

(/t, o') = (-1 .2,2), (-0.6,1.3), (-0.3, 0.8), (0.8, 0.8) . The simulated powers for the three

statistics are graphed in figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Power comparison when testirrg Exponential versus Lognormal at level

a = 0.05. -: Pearson x2 based on the new choice of classes, ''' : LR G2 based on

the new choice of classes, ---: Pearson x2 based on Mann and Wald's choice of classes.
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From the above three examples, we concluded that our choice of the number of

classes is better than that used by Mann and Wald, with respect to the power of the

Pearson f statistic. The power of the likelihood ratio G2 statistic is close to that of

the Pearson i statistic based on our choice of the number of classes, and sometimes

the likelihood ratio G2 statistic is slightly more powerful than the Pearson f

statistic.

4.4 Chi-Squared Test for a Family of {Jniform

In tliis sectiou, chi-squared test are used to test the null hypothesis of a farnily of

continuous unifonn distributions with unknown parameters based on our choice of the

number of classes. Under the test significance level a =0.05, we compared the

powers of two Pearson f statistics and the likelihood ratio G2 statistic by using

Monte Carlo simulation.

In order to use chi-squared goodriess-oÊfit test, first we need to estimate the

unknown parameters of start point a and end point ó from a uniform distribution by

maximurn likelihood method. Suppose X from the continuous unifonn distribution

having X' X,,.'.,X,, samples. Then adjusted MLE (unbiased) of a and ö is

cornputed from the following formulae:

â =nax(x)'(n+1)-n'b,
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i max(x) .n .(n + l) - rnin(x) '(n + l)
u- an' -1

The chi-squared test statistics for null hypothesis of unifonn distributions are invariant

under any affine transformation y = (x - â) l(b - â), so tlre problem becornes testing

4("): @((x- â)l(b-â)) with @(x) denoting the cumulative distribution function

ofthe standard uniform distribution Unif(0, I).

(l ) Exarnple 1: H o:Uníf (a,b) versus H t :Beta(p, q)

Beta is a frequently used alternative hypothesis when testing uniform distribution.

For alternative hypothesis Beta(p, q),we choose (p, ø):(0.8, 0.6), (0.8, 0.8), (1 .2,1'3),

(1.1,1.6) to illustrate the simulated powers for two Pearson i arñ the likelihood

raTio G2 test statistics, which are plotted in figure 4.8.

(2) Exarnple 2: Ho:Unif(a,b) verslrs 11, :Mixed Beta

In this exarnple, we choose four cases of mixed Beta to show the simulated

powers for the three test statistics as shown in figure 4.9.
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From the above two examples, we concluded that our choice of the number of

classes outperforms that used by Mann and Wald, with respect to the power of the

Pearson f statisTic. Based on our new choice of the number of classes, the power of

the likelil-rood ratio G2 statistic is very close to or sometimes slightly more powerful

than that of tlre Pearson i statistic.



Chapfer 5

Conclusions and Further Questions

5.1 Conclusions

Based on the findings from our computer intensive simulatiot-t, we sutnmarized

two empirical formulae for the nulnber of classes when applying the chi-squared

Pearson i o, likelihood ratio G2 to test null hypotheses under either fully

specified distributions (Case 0) or not fully specifred distributions (Case 1). Case 0 is

to test null hypothesis of a specified distribution with known parameters, and Case 1 is

to test null hypothesis of a farnily of distributions with unknown parameters. Given

significance level or type I erïor d=0.05, the empirical formulae for the most

appropriate number of classes Æ frorn our simulation results are as follows:

Case o: k =12.8t+t.Zln% I

2,/

Case1, k=f2nrtl

TIie empirical formulae are expressed in a simple way wliich is only related with

tlre sample size n at significance level a = 0.05. For continuous distribution with

location and scale parameters such as nonnal, exponential, and unifonn distributions,

we have illustlated the power gained by cornparirlg our selected number of classes
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witl, the theoretical "best" number of classes from the Mann and Wald's approach.

Even if test significance level ø is not 0.05, we have verifìed by using simulatiorl

thattlre above fonnulae are still effective because the "best" Æ is less sensitive to the

clrange of u, especially when a is between 0.01 and 0.1 .

Although we illustrated tlie new empirical formulae by dernonstrating the

examples from continuous distributions with location and scale parameters, tlte

formulae themselves can be extended to grouped data when testing a more general

simple or cornposite lrypothesis. Our firidings basically conform to the judgment of

V/illiams that the value of k from the Mann and \ùy'ald's formula can probably be

halved in practice. Mann and Wald's formula as well as Williarns's judgment is the

most accepted guide on applyir-rg the Pearson chi-squared test for any continuous

distribution.

Our results are irnplied to use a standardized procedure when applying

chi-squared goodness-of-fit test to test a general continuous distribution. First, the data

will be grouped by "equiprobability intervals", that means the classes will be divided

by equalizing the cumulative probability irito k groups. Secoud, given sample size n,

the most appropriate classes k can be calculated from the new empirical formulae

accordir-rg to Case 0 or Case 1 . Third, the cutoff points of classification are determined

by the percentage points of a specified null distribution in Case 0, ol by the percentage

points of the underlying null distribution by plugging in the MLE of pararneters in
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Case l. This procedure will

use and more effective.

make the chi-squared goodness-of-fit test more easy to

5.2 Further Questions

Due to time lirnitatious, we have to leave the following discussions in future

study.

(1) Based on the new findings of the choice of tbe number of classes, we can

funher do some computer simulations which are extended to test a more general

continuous distribution from the distribution with location and scale parameters, to

examine the extent of power improvement.

(2) In our Monte Carlo simulation study, the most appropriate number of classes

in the chi-squared goodness-of-fit test is based on the grouping method of

"equiprobability intervals", which is applying balanced partitions of the cumulative

probability, and it is rnore applicable than using unbalanced partitions to group data in

chi-squared goodness-of-fit test. A further comparison of the power of test with equal

intervals of measurernent or equal observed counts in each class can be demonstrated,

which are generally the grouping method of "unequiprobability intervals".

(3) Based on the new empirical fonnulae, we can evaluate the overall power

eficiency of the chi-squared Pearson f or likelihood ratio G2 statistics comparing

with other goodness-of-fit test statistics such as Anderson-Darling, Cramer-von Mises

and Kohnogorov-smirnov etc. by using Monte Carlo simulation.
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Appendix L: Checking the Test Size & for Various Classes /r
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Appendix 2: Selected S+/R Codes

#-------------
# Checking the test size alpha for various classes k's
#

# Case 0

#-------------

#1. Norrn(0,1)

f :function(n,grp)

{
x:rnorm(n,0, I )
X :rnatrix(O,2,9rp)

for (k in 3:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnonn(( I :(k- I )yk,0, I )
for (i in l:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[1], o[2:(k- 1)]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e:n/k
X[ 1,k]:surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2,k]:2*sum(obs * log((obs+0' 0000000 1 )/e))

)
X

)

ff :function(n,grp,alpha, N, label:")
II
u:v:rep(0,glp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X=f(n,grp)
u:u+(X[ 1,]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,c( 1 ,l ,3:grp- 1)))

v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq(I-alpha,c(1,1,3:grp-1 )))
ì
J

PX=u/i.{ ; PG:v/l',I
plot(3:grp,

PX[3:grp],type="l",ylim=c(0,1),rnain=label,ylab='Alpha',xlab:'Classes')
lines(3 : grp,PG[3 : grp],fype:" l",lty:2)
retum(list(Pearson:PX,LR:PG))



Ì

par(mfrow:c(2,2))
ff(30, 1 0,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:3 0')

f(50,1 5,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:50')
ff(1 00,30,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,n: I 00')

ff(l 50,35,0.05,1 00000, 'Test size,n:150')

windows$
par(mfrow:c(2,2))
ff(z00,40,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:200')
ff(250,50,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,n:250')

ff(300,50,0.05,1 00000 , 'Test size,n:300')

ff(400,60,0.05,1 00000 , 'Test size,n:400')

#2. Exp(1)

f :function(n,grp)
II

x:rexp(n,1 )
X :rnatrix(O,2,9rp)

for (k in 3:grp)
rI
o=1:(k-1)
xqtl:qexp(( I :(k- I ))/k, I )
for (i in 1 :(k- 1)) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- I )]-o[1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e=n/k

X[ 1,k]:surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2,k]:2 *sum(obs* log((obs+O.0000000 1 )/e))
ìt
X

I
t

ff :function(n,grp,alpha, N, label:")
I
ì.

u:v:rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:f(n,grp)
u:u+(X[ 1,]>:qchisq( 1 -alpl.ra,c( 1, 1,3 : grp- 1 )))

'n



v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq( I -alpha,c( 1 ,1,3:grp- 1)))

)
PX:u/Ì.{ ;PG:v/l.J
plot(3:grp,

PX[3:grp],type:"l",ylitn:c(O,1),main:label,ylab:'Alpha',xlab:'Classes' )

I irres(3 : grp,PG [3 : grp],typ e=" l",lfy=Z)
return(l ist(Pearson:PX,LR:PG))

)

par(rnfrow:c(2,2))
ff(30,10,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:30')
ff(50,1 5,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:50')
ff(1 00,30,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:1 00')

ff( I 50,3 5,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n: I 50')

windows0
par(rnfrow:c(2,2))
ff(200,40,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,n:200')

ff(250,50,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:250')
f(300,50,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:300')
ff(400,60,0. 05, I 00000,'Test size,n:400')

#3. Uni(O,1)

f =function(n,grp)

{
x:runif(n,0,1)
X :rnatrix(0,Z,grp)

for (k in 3:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qunif(( 1 :(k- 1))/k,0,1)

for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e=n/k

X[ 1,k]:surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2,k]:2*sum(obsi' Iog((obs+O.0000000 1 )/e))

Ì
X

Ì
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ff :function(n,grp,alpha, N, label:' ')

{
u:v:rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:f(n,grp)
u=u+(X[ 1 ,]>:qchisq( 1-alpha,c( 1 ,1 ,3:grp- 1)))

v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq( 1-alplia,c( 1 ,1 ,3:grp- 1)))

Ì
PX:uAI ; PG:v/lr,l
plot(3:grp,

PX[3:grp],type:"l",ylim:c(0,1),main:label,ylab:'Alpha',xlab:'Classes' )

lines(3 : grp,PG[3 : grp],type:" l ",lty:2)
return(l i st(Pearson:PX, LR:PG))

]

par(mfrow:c(2,2))
ff(30,10,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:30')
ff(50,1 5,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:50')
ff( I 00,30,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:1 00')

ff( t 50,3 5,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:1 50')

windows0
par(rnfrow:c(2,2))
ff(200,40,0. 05, I 00000,'Test size,n:200')

ff(250,50,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,n:250')

ff(3 00,50,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n=300')

ff(400,60,0. 05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:400')



# Checking the test size alpha for various classes k's
#

# Case I

#-------------

#1. A family of Normal distributions

f :function(n,grp)
II

x:rnorm(n,0,1 )
x:(x-mean(x))/sqrt(var(x))
X :matrix(O,2,9rp)

for (k in 4:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnorrn(( 1 :(k- I ))/k,0, 1 )
for (i in 1 :(k- I )) o[i]=surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1 ])
e:n/k
X [ 1,k]:surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2,k]:2*sum(obs* log((obs+O. 0000000 1 )/e))

Ì
X

Ì

ff :firnction(n,grp,alpha, N, label:' ')

{
u:v:rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:(n,grp)
u:u+(X[1 ,]>:qchisq( I -alpha,c( 1 ,1 ,1 ,4:grp-3)))
v:v+(X[2,]>=qchisq( I -alpha,c( 1 ,1 ,1 ,4:grp-3)))

)
PX:u/Ì.{ ;PG:vÆrl
plot(4: grp, PX [4: grp],type:" l ",ylitn:c(0,0.2),

main:label,ylab:'A lpha',xlab='Classes' )
lines(4 : grp,PG [4 : grp],type:" 1",lty:2)
return( list(Pearson:PX,LR=PG))

Ì
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par(mfrow:c(2,2))
ff(3 0, I 0,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,n:30')
ff(50,1 5,0.05,1 00000, 'Test size,n:50')
ff( I 00,30,0.05,100000,'Test size,n:l 00')

ff( 1 50,3 5,0.05,100000, 'Test size,n=1 50')

windows0
par(rnfrow:c(2,2))
ff(200,40,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:200')
ff(250,50,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:250')
ff(3 00,50,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,n:3 00')

ff(400,60,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:400')

#2. Afamily of Exponential distributions

f :function(n,grp)

{

x:rexp(n,1 )
x:x/mean(x)
X :matrix(O,2,9rp)

for (k in 3:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qexp((1 :(k- I ))/k, 1 )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:n/k
X I l,k]=surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2,k]:2*sum(obs* Iog((obs+O.0000000 1 )/e))

Ì
X

)

ff :fu nction(n,grp,alpha, N, label:")
{
u=v=rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)
Iì

X:f(n,grp)
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u:u+(XI I ,]>:qchisq( I -alpha,c( I ,1 ,3:grp-2)))
v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq(1-alpha,c(1,1,3:grp-2)))

Ì
PX:u/]rl ; PG:v/Ì.,1
plot(3 : grp, PX[3 : grp],type:" l",ylim:c(0,0.2),

main:label,ylab:'Alpha',xlab:'Classes' )
I ines(3 : grp,PG [3 : grp],typ e:" 1",1A :2)
return(l ist(Pearson:PX,LR:PG))

I
J

par(mfrow:c(2,2))
ff(30,1 0,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n=30')

ff(50, 1 5,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:50')
f(1 00,30,0.05,1 0000O,'Test size,n:1 00')

ff( I 50,35,0.05,100000, 'Test size,n: I 50')

windows0
par(rnfrow:c(2,2))
ff(200,40,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,n:200')
ff(250,50,0.05, I 00000,'Test size,lt:250')

ff(3 00,50,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:3 00')

ff(400,60,0. 05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:400')

#3. A farnily of Unifonn distributions

f :function(n,grp)

{

y:runif(n,0,1)
b:(max(y)*n*(n+l )-min(y)*(n+l ))/(n^2- 1 )
a:max(y)*(n+1)-n*b
*=1y_a)/(b_a)

X :rnatrix(0,2,9rp)

for (k in 4:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qunif(( 1 : (k- 1 ))/k,0, 1 )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<=xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[], o[2:(k-1 )]-o[ :(k-2)],n-o[k-l ])
e:n/k
XI l,k]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2,k]:2*surn(obsx log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))



I
X

Ì

ff :function(n, grp,alpha, N, label:")

{
u:v:rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:f(n,grp)
u:u+(X I l,]>:qcliisq( I -alpha,c( 1, 1, 1,4 : grp-3 )))
v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq( 1-alpha,c( 1 ,1 ,1 ,4:grp-3)))

Ì
PX:u/N ; PG:vAJ
plot(4: grp, PX[4 : grp],type:" l",ylim:c(0,0.2),

main:label,ylab:'Alpha',xlab:'Classes' )
lines(4: grp,PG [4 : grp],typ e:" 1",1W:2)

retu rn( I i st(Pearson:PX,LR:PG))

)

par(mfrow:c(2,2))
ff(30, I 0,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:30')
ff(50, 1 5,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:50')
ff( 100,3 0,0.05,100000,'Test size,n:1 00')

ff( 1 50,3 5,0.05,100000, 'Test size,n:1 50')

windows0
par(nrfrow: c(2,2))

ff(200,40,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:200')
f(250,50,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:250')
ff(3 00,50,0.05, 1 00000,'Test size,n:3 00')

ff(400,60,0.05,1 00000,'Test size,n:400')



#

#

#-------------
# The pattern of power of test

Case 0

#1. N(0,1) vs. cauchy(0,0.5)

f :function(n,grp)
Iì

x:rcauchy(n,0,0.5)
X :matrix(O,2,9rp)

for (k in 3:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnorm(( 1 :(k- 1 ))/k,0, I )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e=n/k

X[ 1,k]:sum((obs-e)"2/e)
X[2,k]:2*sum(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))

Ì
X

Ì

ff :fu nction(n,grp,alpha, N)

{
u:v:rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:(n,grp)
u:u+(X I l,]>:qchisq( I -alpha,c( l, 1,3 : grp- 1 )))
v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq( 1-alpha,c( I ,1 ,3:grp- I )))

Ì
PX:uÆ.J ; PG:v/l\j
plot(3:grp, PX[3:grp],type:"l",ylim:c(O,1 ),main:'N(0,1 ) vs.

cauchy(0,0. 5)',y lab='Power',xlab:'Classes' )
lines(3 : grp,PG[3 : grp],type:" I ",lty:2)
return(l ist(Pearson:PX, LR:PG))

)
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par(mfrow:c(3,2))
ff( 1 00,3 0,0.05,100000)

#2. N(0,1) vs. Unif(-l .6,1.6)

f :function(n,grp)

{
x:runif(n,-1 .6,1.6)

X =rnatrix(O,2,9t'p)
for (k in 3:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnorrn(( I :(k- 1))/k,0,1)

for (i in 1 :(k- I )) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1 )]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1 ])
e:n/k
X [ 1,k]:sum((obs-e)"2/e)
X[2,k]:2+.rm(obs{' log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))
Ì
X

Ì

ff :function(n, grp,alpha, N)

{
u:v=rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:(n,grp)
u:u+(X[ 1,]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,c( 1, 1,3 : grp- I )))
v:v+(X [2,]>:qchisq( I -alpha,c( 1, 1,3 : grp- I )))

Ì
PX=u/l'{ ; PG:v/1.{
plot(3 : grp, PX [3 : grp],fype:" l ",ylirn:c(0, I ),main:'N(O, I ) vs.

Uni(-1.6, 1.6)',ylab:'Power',xlab:'Classes' )
lines(3 : grp,PG[3 : grp],type:" l ",lty:2)
return(l ist(Pearson:PX,LR:PG))

Ì

ff( 1 00,30,0.05, I 00000)



#-------------
# The pattern of power of test

#

# Case 1

#-------------

#1. Normal vs. Beta(1.5,1.5)

f :function(n,grp)
II

x:rbeta(n,1 .5,1 .5)

x:(x-rnean(x))/sqrt(var(x))
X :matrix(O,2,9rp)

for (k in 5:grp)

{
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnorrn(( I :(k- I ))/k,0, I )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- I )]-o[1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e:n/k
X[ 1,k]:surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2,k]:2*sum(obs * log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))
)
X

ì
J

ff :fu nction(n,grp,alpha, N)

{
u:v:rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:f(n,grp)
u:u+(X[ ,]>:qchisq( 1-alpha,c( 1,1 ,1 ,1,5:grp-3)))
v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq(1 -alplia,c(1,1,1,1,5:grp-3)))

Ì
PX:u/I.{ ; PG:v/\l
plot(5:grp, PX[5 :grp],type:"l",ylim:c(O, 1 ), main:'Nonnal vs.

Beta( 1 .5, 1 .5)',ylab:'Power',xlab:'Classes' )
lines(5 : grp,PG[5 : grp],type:" l ",lty:2)
return( I ist(Pearson:PX,LR:PG))

Ì



par(mfrow:c(3,2))
ff( 1 00,30,0.05,1 00000)

#2. Normalvs. Uni(-l .6,1.6)

f :function(n,glp)

{
x:runif(n,- I .6,1.6)

x:(x-mean(x))/sqrt(var(x))
X :matrix(O,2,grp)

for (k in 4:grp)

{
o:l:(k-1)
xqtl:qnonn(( 1 :(k- I ))/k,0, 1 )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ ], o[2:(k- I )]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:n/k
X[ 1,k]:surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X [2,k]:2*surn(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))

)
X

Ì

ff :fu nctiorr(n,grp,alpha, N)

{
u:v:rep(0,grp)
for (i in 1:N)

{
X:f(n,grp)
¡¡=u+(X I l,]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,c( 1, 1, 1,4 : grp-3)))
v:v+(X[2,]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,c( 1, l, 1,4 : grp-3)))

Ì
PX=u/1\1 ; PG:v/lrl
plot(4: grp, PX[4 : grp],type:" l",ylirn:c(O, I ), main:'Normal vs.

Uni(- 1 .6,7 .6)',y lab:'Power',xlab:'C lasses' )
lines(4: grp,PG[4 : grp],type:" l ",lty:2)
return(l ist(Pearson:PX,LR:PG))

ìt

f( 1 00,3 0,0.05,1 00000)



#-------------
# Power comparison for specified normal distributions
#

# Case 0

#-------------

#l.N(0,1.25) vs. t(10)

f :function(n,k)

{
x=r1(n,10)

X:rep(O,2)
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl=qnorm(( I : (k- 1 ))/k,0,sqr1(5/4))
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(oI I ], o[2:(k- 1 )]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1 ])
e:n/k
XI I ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2*ruttt(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))
return( X,x)

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
u-v:zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$X[ 1 ]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k- 1 ))
v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k- I ))
z:chisq. go(g$x,n.classes:ceiling(3. 765 *

(len gth(g$x)^(2/5 ))),disF"nonnal ",mean:0,sd:sq ft (5 1 4), n.par am. est:0)
zz= zz+ (z$p.v a I ue<:O. 0 5 )

ì
PX:u/1..1 ; PG =v/l.J ; PC:zzA{
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

)

V:c(f(50,9,0.05,100000),f( I 00,1 1,0.05,1 0000O),ff( 1 50,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,13,
0. 0 5, 1 00 0 0 0),ff(25 0,1 4,0. 0 5, I 0 0 00 0), ff(3 0 0, I 5, 0. 0 5, I 0 0 0 00),



ff(400, I 6,0. 05, I 00000)

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w['4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"N(0,1 .25) vs. t(10)", xlab="I't", ylab:"power", t¡/pe:"b",

Ity: l,ylirn:c(0, 1 ), xlim:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I ines(a,b,ty p e:" b",lW :2)
I i nes(a, d,type:" b ", lty:3 )

#2. N(1,1) vs. Logistic( 1 .l ,0.6)

f :function(n,k)

{
x=rlogis(n,l . 1,0.6)

X:rep(0,2)
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnorrn(( I :(k- I ))/k, I , I )
for (i in l:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:n/k
XI I ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2*.u-(obs* log((obs+O. 0000000 I )/e))
return( X,x)

ì.
t

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
tt-v:zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u=u+(g$XI I ]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k- 1 ))
v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq(l -alpha,k- I ))
z:chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:ceiling(3. 765 +

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),disF"nonnal ",mean= 1,sd: 1, n.pararn.esFO)
t :t7+(z$p.value<=0. 05)

Ì
PX=uÆrl ; PG:v/l.J ;PC:zzlN
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V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

Ì

V:c(ff(50,9,0.05,100000),ff(l 00,1 1,0.05,100000),ff( 1 50,12,0.05,100000),ff(200,13,
0. 05, I 00000),ff(250,1 4,0.05, I 00000),ff(3 00, 1 5,0.05, I 00000),
ff(400, I 6,0. 05, I 00000)

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"N(1, 1 ) vs. Logistic(L I,0.6)",xlab="I1", ylab:"power", ¡ype:"b",

Ity: 1,yl i rn:c(O, 1 ), xl im:c(0,400), lab:c(8,5, 8))
I i n es(a,b,typ e:" b")W :2)
lines(a,d,type:"b",hy:3 )

#3. N(0,1) vs. 0.5N(0,1.44)+0.5N(0. 1,1)

f :function(n,k)

{
xl:rnonn(n,0,1.2)
x2:rnorm(n, 0.1,1)
y:runif(n,0,1)
x:x I *(y<0. 5)+x2 *(y>:0. 5)

X:rep(0,2)
o:l:(k-l)
xqtl:qnorm((1 :(k- 1 ))/k,0, I )

for (i in 1 :(k- I )) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[1], o[2:(k- 1)]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o [k- 1 ])
e:n/k
X[ 1 ]:surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2 * rutlr(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 1 )/e))
return( X,x)

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
u:v:zz-0
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for (i in l:N)
{

g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$X[1 ]>:qchisq(I -alpha,k-1))
v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq(l -alpha,k- I ))
z:chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:ceiling(3. 765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),disF"normal ",rnean:0,sd: 1, n.param.esFO)

zz:zz+ (z$p.v al ue<:0. 0 5 )

Ì
PX:u,û.-l ; PG:v/1.{ ;PC:zzlN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

Ì

V:c(ff(50,9,0.05,100000),ff( 1 00,1 1 ,0.05,1 00000),f( I 50,1 2,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 3,

0. 05, I 00000),ff(250,1 4,0.05, 1 00000),f(3 00, I 5,0. 05, 1 00000),

ff(400, I 6,0.05, I 00000))

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)

a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"N(0,1) vs. 0.5N(0,1.44)+0.5N(0.1,l )",xlab:"n", ylab:"power",

¡ype:"b", lty: l,y lim=c(O, I ), xlirn=c(O,400), lab=c(8,5, 8))
I in es(a, b,ty pe: " b ", lty:2)
I in es(a, d,ty pe: " b ", lty:3 )

!t¡-------------

# Power comparison for specified exponential distributions
#

#

#-------------

#1. Exp(1) vs. Weibull(1.5,1.108)

f :function(n,k)
Iì

x:rweibull(n,shape: 1 .5,scale:1 . 1 08)
X:rep(0,2)

Case 0
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o:1 :(k- I )
xqtl:qexp((1 :(k- 1 ))/k, 1 )
for (i in l:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[1], o[2:(k-1)]-o[1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:rrlk
x[ 1 ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2]:2*surn(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))
return( X,x)

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
v:v:zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
g=f(n,k)

u:u+(g$X[1 ]>:qchisq(1 -alpha,k- I ))
v:v+(g$X[2]>:qcliisq( 1 -alpha,k- 1 ))
z:chisq.gof(g$x, n.classes:ceiling(3.765 * (length(g$x)^(2/5))),

disF"exponential",rate: 1 .0,n.param.esF0)

zz:zz+ (zïp.v al ue<:O. 0 5 )
ì
J

PX:u/IlI ;PG =vAI ;PC:zzlN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)

ìI

V=c(ff(50,9,0.05,1 0000O),ff( 1 00,1 1,0.05,100000),f( I 50,1 2,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 3,

0.05, 1 00000),ff(250, 1 4,0.05, 1 00000),ff(300, 1 5,0.05, 1 00000),

ff(400, 1 6,0.05, 1 00000)

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Exp(I) vs. Weibull(1.5,1.108)",xlab:"n", ylab:"power", type:"b",

Ity: l,ylirn:c(O, 1 ), xl im:c(0,400), lab:c(8,5, 8))

I ines(a,b,ty pe: " b ", hy :2 )
lines(a,d,ty pe:" b", lty:3 )



#2. Exp(l) vs. Gatnma(2,7/2)

f :ftrnction(n,k)

{
x: r gam m a(n,shap e:2,r ate:Z)
X:rep(0,2)
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qexp(( I :(k- I ))/k, I )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[1], o[2:(k- I )]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:n/k
XI I ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2*ru*(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 1 )/e))
return( X,x)

Ì

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
u:v:zz:0
for (i in l:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$X[ 1 ]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k- 1 ))
v:v+(g$X [2]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k- I ))
z:chisq.gof(g$x, n.classes:ceiling(3.765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),disF"exponential ",rate: I . 0,n.pararn.esF0)

zz=zz+ (z$p.value<:O. 0 5 )

Ì
PX:u/Ì.{ ; PG :v/l',I ; PC:zzAtr

V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

)

V:c(ff(50,9,0.05,1 00000),ff( 100,1 I ,0.05,100000),ff( 1 50,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 3,

0. 05, I 00000),ff(250, 1 4,0.05, 1 00000),ff(3 00, 1 5,0. 05, I 00000),

ff(400, I 6,0.05, I 00000))

w:rnatrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Exp(l) vs. Gamma(2,0.5)",xlab:"I't", ylab:"power", ¡ype:"b",
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Ity: l,ylirn:c(0, 1 ), xl irn:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
lines(a,b,type:"b",lty:2)
I i nes(a,d,type:" b", lty:3 )

#3. Exp(1) vs. lognormal(-O.3,0.6)

f :function(n,k)

{
x:rlnonn(n,-0.3,sqft(0.6))
X:rep(0,2)
o:l:(k-1)
xqtl:qexp(( I :(k- 1))/k,1)

for (i in l:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtllil)
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e:n/k
XI I ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2x ru*(obs* log((obs+0. 0000000 1 )/e))
retum( X,x)

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
ù:v:zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
g:(n,k)
u:u+(g$X[ 1]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k- I ))
v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k- 1 ))
z=chisq.gof(g$x, n.classes:ceiling(3.765 x

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),disF"exponential",rate: I . 0, n.param.esF0)

zz:zz+ (z$p.val ue <:0. 0 5 )

Ì
PX:u/Ì.-l ; PG:v/1l1 ;PC:zzlN
V:o(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

)

V:c(ff(S0,9,0.05,100000),ff( 1 00,1 1 ,0.05,100000),ff( 1 50,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 3,

0. 0 5, 1 00 0 0 0),ff(z 5 0,1 4,0. 0 5, I 0 0 0 0 0), ff(3 0 0, 1 5, 0. 0 5, I 0 0 0 0 0),

ff(400, I 6,0.05, 1 00000)



w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a=w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Exp(1) vs. lognorrnal(-0.3,0.6)",xlab:"Ír", ylab:"power", type:"b",

Ity:1,ylim:c(0,1 ), xlim:c(0,400),lab=c(8,5,8))
I ines(a, b,ty p e:" b",lE :2)
lines(a,d,type:"b",lty:3 )

#-------------
# Power cornparison for specified unifonn distributions
#

#

#-

#l. Unif(O,1) vs. Beta(0.6,0.8)

f :function(n,k)

{

x:rbeta(n,0.6,0.8)
X:rep(0,2)
o:1 :(k- 1)

xqtl:qunif(( 1 :(k- 1 ))/k,0, 1 )
for (i in 1:(k-l)) o[i]:sum(x<=xqtl[i])
obs=c(o[ ], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e=n/k

XI I ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2]=2*surn(obs* log((obs+0. 0000000 1 )/e))
return( X,x)

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)
Iì
ù:v:zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$X [ 1 ]>=qchisq( I -alpha,k- I ))
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v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k- I ))
z:chisq.gof(g$x,n. classes:cei ling(3. 765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),dist:"unif ',rnin:O,max: I, n.param.esF0)
zz: zz-t (z$p.val u e<:0. 0 5 )

)
PX:uÆ.{ ; PG:vÆ\1 ;PC:zzlN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

ìI

V=c(ff(50,9,0.05,100000),f( I 00,1 1,0.05,100000),ff( 1 50,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,13,
0. 0 5, I 0 0 0 0 0),ff(25 0,1 4,0. 0 5, I 0 0 0 0 0), ff(3 0 0, 1 5, 0. 0 5, 1 00 0 0 0),

ff(400, 1 6,0.05, I 00000))

w:matrix(V,J,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b=w[,2]
c=w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Unif(0, 1 ) vs. Beta(0.6,0. 8)",xlab="r1", y lab:"power", ¡ype:"b",

Ity: l,ylim:c(0, I ), xlirn:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I i nes(a, b,ty pe: " b ", lty:2)
lines(a,d,type:" b", lty:3)

#2. Unif(O,1) vs. Beta(0.6,0.6)

f :function(n,k)
II

x:rbeta(n,0.6,0.6)
X =rep(O,2)

o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qunif(( I : (k- 1 ))/k,0, 1 )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- I )]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e=n/k

X[ 1 ]:sum((obs-e)"2/e)
X[21:2x rrtr'r(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 1 )/e))
return( X,x)

Ì

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)



Lt:v:zz:0
for (i in l:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$XI I ]>:qchisq(1 -alpha,k- 1 ))
v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k- 1 ))
z:chisq. gof(g$x,n.c lasses:cei I ing(3. 765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),disF"un if ',min:0,max: 1, n.param.esF0)
zz:zz-t (zïp.val ue<:O. 0 5 )

)
PX:uAI ; PG :v/lrl ;PC:zzlN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

)

V:c(f(50,9,0.05,100000),ff( I 00,1 1 ,0.05,10000O),ff(1 50,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,13,
0. 05, 1 00000),ff(250,1 4,0. 05, 1 00000),f(3 00, 1 5,0. 05, I 00000),

ff(400, I 6,0. 05, I 00000))

w:matrix(V,J ,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,rnain:"Uni(0,1) vs. Beta(0.6,0.6)",xlab:"1'r", ylab:"power", ¡rpe:"b",

Ity: 1,ylim:c(O, 1 ), xl irn:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
lines(a,b,type:"b",lW:2)
I in es(a,d,ty pe:" b ", lty:3 )

#3. Unif(O,1 ) vs. 0.5Beta(0.9,0.9)+0.5N(0.5,0.078)

f :function(n,k)
fì

x1:rbeta(n,0.9,0.9)
x2:rnorm(n,0.5,0.28)
y:runif(n,0,1)
x:x I * (y<0. 5)+x2 *(y>:0. 5)

X:rep(O,2)
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qunif(( 1 :(k- 1))/k,0,1)

for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]=surn(x<:xqtl[i])
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obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e:n/k
X[ 1 ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2]:2*surl(obs* log((obs+0. 0000000 1 )/e))
retum( X,x)

ì

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
u-v:zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$X[ 1 ]>:qchisq( 1 -alplia,k- 1 ))
v:v+(g$X [2]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k- I ))
z:chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:ceiIing(3. 765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),dist:"unif ',min:0,max: 1, n. param.esF0)

zz:zz+ (zßp.val ue<:O. 0 5 )

)
PX:uAI ; PG:v/l"l ;PC:zzlN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)

)

V=c(ff(50,9,0.05,1 00000),ff( 100,1 1,0.05,100000),ff( I 50,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 3,

0. 0 5, 1 0 0 0 0 0),ff(25 0,1 4,0. 0 5, 1 0 0 00 0),ff(3 0 0, 1 5, 0. 0 5, 1 0 0 0 0 0),

ff(400, 1 6,0.05, 1 00000))

w:rnatrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b=w[,2]
c=w[,1]
d=w[,3]
plot(a,c,rnain:"Unif(0,1) vs.0.5Beta(O.9,0.9)+0.5N(0.5,0.078)",xlab="n",

ylab:"power", t¡/pe:"b",lty:l,ylirn:c(0,1), xlim:c(O,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I i nes(a, b,ty pe: " b ", lty =2 )
I ines (a, d,ty pe:" b ", lty:3 )



# Power comparison for a family of normal distributions
#

# Case I

#_____________

#1. Normal vs. Beta(5,3)

f :function(n,k)
Iì

x:rbeta(n,5,3)
x:(x-mean(x))/sqft(var(x))
X:rep(0,2)
o:1 :(k-1)
xqtl:qnorm(( 1 :(k- 1 ))/k,0, 1 )
for (i in 1 :(k-l )) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e:n/k
X[ 1 ]:sum((obs-e)"2/e)
X[21:2* rr*(obs* log((obs+O.0000000 1 )/e))
return(list(X:X, x:x))

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
U:V:ZZ:O
for (i in 1:N)

{
g=f(n,k)

u:u+(g$X[ 1 ]>:qchisq( 1 -alplia,k-3))
v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-3))
z:chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:ceilin g(3. 765 * (length(g$x)"(2/5))), n.param.esF2)

zz= zz+ (z$p.val ue<:0. 0 5 )
Ì
PX:u/ì.{ ; PG:v/N; PC:zzJN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

Ì

V=c(ff(50,1 0,0.05,1 00000),ff( I 00,1 2,0.05,1 00000),ff( 1 50,14,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 6,

0.05, 1 00000),ff(250, 1 8,0.05, I 00000),ff(3 00,20,0.05, I 00000),

ff(400,22,0.05, 1 00000)



w:matrix(V,J,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Normal vs. Beta(5,3 )",xlab:"n ", ylab:"power", t¡/pe:"b",

Ity:t,ylim:c(O,1 ), xlim:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I i nes(a, b,fy pe: " b ", lty:2 )
I ines(a,d,ty pe:" b ", lty:3 )

#2. Normal vs. t(9)

f :function(n,k)

{
x:r1(n,9)
x:(x-rnean(x))/sqrt(var(x))
X:rep(O,2)
o=1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnonn(( 1 :(k- 1 ))/k,0, I )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs=c(o I I ], o [2 :(k- I )]-o [ 1 :(k-2)],n-o [k- I ])
e:n/k
X[ 1 ]:sutn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2x.ur(obs'' log((obs+0. 0000000 I )/e))
return(list(X:X, x:x))

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
Lt:v:zz:0
for (i in l:N)

Iì
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$XI I ]>:qcliisq( I -alpha,k-3))

v:v+(g$X [2]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k-3))

z:chisq.gof(g$x,n.classes:ceiling(3.765 * (length(g$x)^(2/5))), n.pararn.est:2)

zz:zz+ (zïp.val u e<:0. 0 5 )
ì
J

PX:uÂri ; PG:v/1\1; PC:zztN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V



Ì

V:c(f(50,1 0,0.05,100000),ff( 1 00,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(1 50,14,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 6,

0.05, 1 00000),ff(250,t8,0.05, I 00000),ff(3 00,20,0. 05, 1 00000),

ff(400,22,0.05, 1 00 000))

w:rnatrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c=w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Normal vs. t(9)",xlab:"n", ylab:"power", type:"b", lty:1,ylirn:c(0,1),

xlim:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I ines(a, b,ty pe: " b ", lty :2 )
lines(a,d,type:"b",lty:3 )

#3. Normal vs. 0.5N(1,4)+0.5N(2,1 6)

f :function(n,k)

{
x1:rnorm(n, 1,2)

x2:rnorm(n,2,4)
y:runif(n,0,1)
x:x 1 

+(y<0. 5)+x2*(y>:0. 5)

x=(x-mean(x))/sqft(va(x))
X:rep(0,2)
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qnorrn(( I :(k- 1 ))/k,0, I )
for (i in l:(k-l)) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:n/k
XI I ]:sum((obs-e)"2/e)
X[21:2xrum(obs* log((obs+O.0000000 1 )/e))
return(list(X=X, x:x))

Ì

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
u:v-zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{



g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$XI I ]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k-3))

v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-3))

z:chisq.gof(g$x, n. classes:cei l ing(3. 765 * (len gth(g$x)^(2/5))),n.param.esF2)

zz:zz+ (z$'p.val u e<:0. 0 5 )
)
PX:u/l.J ; PG:v/1.{; PC:zzJN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

Ì

V:c(ff(50,10,0.05,1 00000),ff( 100,12,0.05,1 0000O),ff( 1 50,14,0.05,1 00000),f(200,1 6,

0.05, I 00000),ff(250, 1 8,0.05, I 00000),ff(300,20,0.05, 1 00000),

ff(400,22,0.05, I 00000))

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Normal vs. 0.5N(1,4)+0.5N(2,16)",xlab:"I't", ylab:"power", t¡/pe:"b",

Ity= l,ylirn:c(0, 1 ), xl im:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I i n es(a, b,type:" b ", lty:2)
I ines(a,d,type:" b ", lty:3 )

#-------------
# Power comparison for a farnily of exponential distributions

#

# Case 1

#-------------

#1. Exp vs. Weibull(1.5,1)

f :function(n,k)
Iì

x:rweibull(n,shape: I .5,scale: 1 )
x:x/mean(x)
X:rep(0,2)
o:1:(k-1)
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xqtl:qexp(( 1 :(k- i ))/k,1 )
for (i in l:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[1], o[2:(k- 1)]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1 ])
e:n/k
X[ 1 ]=surn((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2+.u.(obs* log((obs+O. 0000000 1 )/e))
return(list(X:X, x:x))

Ì

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)
Iì
u:v-zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
yf(n,k)
u:u+(g$XI I ]>=qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-2))

v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-2))
z=chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:ceiling(3.765 * (length(g$x)^(2/5))),
disF"exponential",rate= 1 . 0, n.param.est: 1 )
zz: zz+ (zîp.val ue<:O. 0 5 )

Ì
PX:uAl ; PG :vÀtr; PC:zzlN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

)

V:c(ff(50,10,0.05,1 00000),ff( 1 00,12,0.05,100000),f( I 50,14,0.05,100000),ff(200,1 6,

0. 0 5, 1 0 00 0 0),ff(z 5 0,1 8, 0. 0 5, I 0 0 0 00), ff(3 0 0, 2 0, 0. 0 5, 1 0 0 0 0 0 ),
ff(400,22,0.05, 1 00000))

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Exp. vs. Weibull( I .5,1)",xlab:"u", ylab:"power", ¡ype:"b",

Ity: l,ylirn:c(O, 1 ), xlim:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5, 8))
I ines(a, b,ty pe: " b ", lty:2)
I ines(a, d,ty pe:" b ", lty:3 )



#2.Exp vs. Gamrna(2,1)

f :function(n,k)

{

x:rgamma(n,shape:2,rate: I )
x:x/mean(x)
X:rep(0,2)
o=1:(k-1)
xqtl=qexp((1 :(k- 1 ))/k, I )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(oI I ], o[2:(k- 1)]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

e:n/k
XI I ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2]:2*surn(obs* log((obs+O. 0000000 1 )/e))
return(l ist(X:X, x:x))

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
u:v:zz:0
for (i in l:N)

Iì
g:(n,k)
u:u+(g$XI I ]>=qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-2))
v=v+(g$X[2]>:qch isq( I -alpha,k-2))
z:chisq.go(g$x, n.classes:ceiling(3.765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),disF"exponential",rate: 1 . 0, n. param.esF I )
zz: zz+ (z$p.val ue<:0. 0 5 )

Ì
PX:uAtr ; PG :v/ltJ; PC:zzJN
V=c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

)

V:c(f(50,1 0,0.05,1 00000),ff( 1 00,12,0.05,1 00000),ff( I 50,14,0.05,100000),f(200,1 6,

0.05, 1 00000),ff(25 0, 1 9,0.05, 1 00000),ff(3 00,20,0. 05, 1 00000),
ff(400,22,0.05, 1 00000))

w=matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]



b:w[,2]
c:w[,i]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Exp. vs. Garnma(2, 1 )",xlaþ:"n", ylab:"power", ¡rpe:"b",

Ity: 1,ylim:c(0, 1 ), xlim:c(0,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I ines(a,b,type:" b ", Ity:2)
I in es(a,d,ty pe=" b", lty:3 )

#3. Exp vs. Lognormal(0.8,0.8)

f :function(n,k)

{
x:rlnorm(n,0. 8,sqrt(0. 8))

x:x/mean(x)
X =rep(0,2)

o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qexp(( 1 :(k- I ))/k, 1 )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1 )]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:n/k
X I I ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2 *rurt'r(obs* log((obs+O. 0000000 1 )/e))
return(l ist(X:X, x:x))

Ì

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
v-v-zz-0
for (i in 1:N)

Iì
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$X[ 1 ]>:qch isq( I -alpha,k-2))

v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-2))

z:chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:ceiling(3.765 i' (length(g$x)^(2/5))),

disF"exponential",rate:l .0, n.param.est:l )
tt: 77+ (z9p.val ue<:0. 0 5 )

Ì
PX:u/lrl ; PG :v/l.J; PC=zzIN

V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)
V

ì
J
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V=c(ff(5 0,1 0,0.05,1 00000),ff( I 00,12,0.05,1 00000),ff( 1 50,14,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,16,
0.05, 1 00000),ff(250, 1 8,0.05, I 00000),f(300,20,0.05, 1 00000),
ff(400,22,0.05, I 00000))

w:rnatrix(V,J,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b=w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Exp. vs. lognormal(0. 8,0. 8)",xlab:"n", ylab:"power", t¡/pe:"b",

Ity: 1,ylim:c(O, 1 ), xlirn:c(0,400), lab:c(8,5,8))
lines(a,b,type:"b",lW:2)
Iines(a,d,type:"b ", lty:3 )

#-------------
# Power comparison for a family of uniform distributions
#

# Case I

#1. Unif vs. Beta(O.8,0.6)

f :function(n,k)
Iì

x:rbeta(n,0.8,0.6)
b:(max(x)*n*(n+ I )-min(x)*(n+ 1 ))/( n^2- 1)

a:max(x)*(n+l )-n*b
x:(x-a)(b-a)
X:rep(0,2)
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qunif(( I :(k- 1 ))/k,0, I )
for (i in l:(k-1)) o[i]:sum(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(oI I ], o[2:(k- 1 )]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- I ])
e:n/k
X[ 1 ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2]:2*surn(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 I )/e))
return(l ist(X:X, x:x))

)

ff =fu nction(n,k,alpha, N)
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{
u:v:zz:0
for (i in 1:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$X[ 1 ]>:qch isq( 1 -alpha,k-3))
v:v+(g$X [2]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-3 ))
z:chisq.go(g$x,n.classes:ceiling(3. 765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),dist:"unif ',min:0,max: 1, n.param.esF2)
zz: zz+ (z$p.val ue<:0. 0 5 )

Ì
PX:u/lrl ; PG:v/1.{; PC:zzÀl
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)

Ì

V:c(ff(50,1 0,0.05,1 00000),ff( 1 00,1 2,0.05,100000),ff(l 50,14,0.05,100000),ff(200,16,
0.05, 1 00000),ff(250,1 9,0.05, 1 00000),f(300,20,0.05, I 00000),
ff(400,22,0.05, 1 00 000)

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b=w[,2]
c=w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Unif vs. Beta(0.8,0.6)",xlab:"n", ylab:"power", t¡/pe:"b",

Ity: 1,yl irn=c(0, 1 ), xlim:c(0,400), lab:c(8,5, 8))
I i nes(a,b,fy pe:"b", lty:2)
I ines(a,d,type:" b", lty:3 )

#2. Unif vs. Beta(O.8,0.8)

f :function(n,k)

{
x:rbeta(n,0.8,0.8)
b=(rnax(x)xn*(n+1 )-rnin(x)*(n+1 ))/(n^2- 1 )
a=max(x)*(n+ 1)-nxb

x:(x-a)/(b-a)
X:rep(0,2)
o:1:(k-1)
xqtl:qunif(( 1 :(k- I ))/k,0, I )
for (i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]=surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs=c(o[ 1], o[2:(k- 1)]-oI I :(k-2)],n-o[k- 1])

l0l



e:n/k
X[ 1 ]:sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[21:2*.r*(obs* log((obs+0.0000000 1 )/e))
return(list(X:X, x:x))

Ì

ff =function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
ù:v:zz:0
for (i in l:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:Lr+(g$XI I ]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k-3))

v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k-3))

z=chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:cei I ing(3. 765 *

(length(g$x)"(2/5))),disF"unif ',rnin:0,max: l, n. param.esF2)
zz: zz+(z$p.val ue<:0. 0 5 )

)
PX:u/lrl ; PG :v/N; PC:zzlN
V:c(PX,PG,PC,n)

Ì

V:c(ff(50,1 0,0.05,100000),ff(1 00,12,0.05,1 00000),ff( I 50,14,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 6,

0. 0 5, 1 0 0 0 0 0),ff(z 5 0,1 8, 0. 0 5, 1 0 0 00 0 ), ff(3 0 0, 2 0, 0. 0 5, 1 00 0 0 0),

ff(400,22,0.05, 1 00000))

w=matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
plot(a,c,main:"Unif vs. Beta(0.8,0.8)",xlab:"r.r", ylab:"power", t¡/pe:"b",

Ity:1,ylim:c(0, I ), xlim:c(O,400),lab:c(8,5,8))
I ines(a, b,ty pe: " b ", lty:2)
I ines(a, d,ty pe: " b ", lty=3 )

#3. Unif vs. 0.7Beta(1.1,1)+0.3N(0.5,0.0081)

f :function(n,k)
It

xl:rbeta(n,1.1,1)
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x2:rnorm(n,0.5,0.09)
y:runif(n,0,1)
x:x 1 

* (y<0.7)+x2*(y>:0.7)
6:lmax(x)*n*(n+ I )-rn in(x)*(n+ I ))l (n^2-1)
a:max(x)*(n+1)-n*b
x:(x-a)/(b-a)
X:rep(0,2)
o=1:(k-1)
xqtl:qunif(( 1 :(k- 1 ))/k,0, 1 )
for(i in 1:(k-1)) o[i]:surn(x<:xqtl[i])
obs:c(o I I ], o [2 :(k- I )]-o[ 1 :(k-2)],n-o [k- I ])
e:n/k
X[ 1 ]=sum((obs-e)^2/e)
X[2]:2*surn(obs* log((obs+O. 0000000 I )/e))
return(list(X:X, x:x))

)

ff :function(n,k,alpha, N)

{
U:V:ZZ:O
for (i in 1:N)

{
g:f(n,k)
u:u+(g$XI I ]>:qchisq( I -alpha,k-3))

v:v+(g$X[2]>:qchisq( 1 -alpha,k-3 ))
z:chisq. gof(g$x,n.classes:cei ling(3. 765 *

(length(g$x)^(2/5))),disF" un if ',min:0,max: 1, n.param.esF2)
t :77+(z$p.val ue<:0. 0 5 )

Ì
PX=u/ÌlÌ ; PG:vÀJ; PC:zzlN
V=o(PX,PG,PC,n)

V

)

V:c(ff(50,10,0.05,1 00000),f( 1 00,12,0.05,1 00000),ff(1 50,14,0.05,1 00000),ff(200,1 6,

0. 05, 1 00000),ff(250, 1 8,0.05, I 00000),ff(3 00,20,0.05, I 00000),
ff(400,22,0.05, 1 00 000))

w:matrix(V,7,4,T)
a:w[,4]
b:w[,2]
c:w[,1]
d:w[,3]
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plot(a,c,rnain:"Unif vs. 0.7Beta( 1 . l ,l )+0.3N(0.5,0.008)",xlab:"r1", ylab:"power",
¡ype:" b", lty: l,ylirn:c(0, I ), xl im=c(0,400), Iab:c(8, 5,8))

I i n es(a, b,ty pe:" b ", lty:2)
lines(a,d,type:"b",hy:3 )


